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Handling the Pin Overhead Problem of DFTs for
High-Quality and At-Speed Tests
Dong Xiang and Hideo Fujiwara

Abstract—The pin overhead problem of nonscan design for testability
(DFT) and built—in self-test design has been an unsolved problem for a
long time. A new algorithm is proposed to connect extra pins of control
test points with primary inputs. An economical test point structure is introduced, in which only one gate delay is added to the corresponding functional paths inserted into a control test point. Unlike almost all of the previous nonscan DFT methods which do not handle pin overhead well, this
method allows at most three extra pins. Techniques are presented to connect
an extra input of a control test point to a primary input in order to avoid
conflicts produced by the newly generated reconvergent fanouts. Similar
techniques are proposed to connect more than one control input with the
same PI. Sufficient experimental results are presented to demonstrate the
effectiveness of the method.
Index Terms—Conflict, delay overhead, inversion parity, nonscan design
for testability, pin overhead, sequential depth for testability.

I. INTRODUCTION
Scan design makes the scanned flip—flops controllable and observable directly [5], [23], which reduces the test generation problem to
that of a combinational circuit. Test application time of scanned circuits is more than that in a nonscan design environment due to shifting
tests and responses through scan chains. Greater testability improvement can be obtained when control points and observation points are
inserted into different points and places away from the inputs and outputs of flip—flops unlike scan design. Nonscan design can provide
at-speed test, low test application cost, and effectively enhance testability at the expense of more complex automatic test pattern generation (ATPG) compared with ATPG of full scan designed circuits. Also,
the ATPG cost for well-designed circuits should be acceptable. It was
shown that one can have more confidence in the stuck-at fault coverage
metric when used with at-speed tests rather than with scan design [14].
The key to the test point insertion problem should be: 1) how to place
test points, and 2) the way to handle the extra pins of test points. We
focus on the scheme to handle extra pins of control test points.
A. Test Point Insertion
Test point insertion for testability has been studied extensively
during the past decades [3], [6], [9], [10], [15], [16], [18]–[24]. It
has been utilized in various designs for testability (DFT) topics,
such as nonscan DFT, scan-based built-in self-test (BIST) [13], [21],
establishment of cost-free scan paths [12], BIST design and nonscan
DFT for RTL circuits [4], [8], and nonscan DFT and BIST for SOCs.
Hayes and Friedman [9] and [10] proposed insertion of test points in
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a combinational circuit as a means to make the circuit fully testable
and diagnosable by a test set of small cardinality. In [9], techniques
were proposed to reduce pin overhead by connecting two observation
points with a NAND gate. A scheme was also proposed to reduce the
number of extra pins of control points by controlling all extra inputs
via a single pin in [10], where each control point was implemented
by an exclusive-or gate. The first scheme may still introduce some
aliasing, while the second scheme can still produce many conflicts at
the extra pin during signal requirement justification. Fujiwara et al. [6]
proposed the use of a reasonable number of extra inputs to simplify
testing by augmenting a machine so that it contains the synchronizing
sequence and the distinguishing sequence, through which an easily
testable sequential machine can be designed.
B. The Pin Overhead Problem
The pin overhead problem was not handled well by almost all of the
previous methods. Previous methods addressed this problem in several
ways. 1) Many methods, such as [18], did not address the extra pin
overhead reduction problem. 2) Connect the extra pins with an extra
register [3], [8], [13], [21]. As for nonscan DFT, the scheme needs
to shift in values of a test at extra control inputs and shift out the responses at the observation points [3] like scan design, which requires
more test cycles. Test points are inserted into scan designed circuits in
[13] and [21], where extra pins of control points are connected with
the pseudorandom test generator. These methods have to control the
test point number in order to limit the test input number. 3) Control all
extra inputs by a single extra pin [11], [12]. This technique cannot improve testability of a circuit effectively when the number of test points
is large enough because numerous contradictory signal requirements
may occur at the extra pin during ATPG or testing. 4) Control all extra
control inputs as controlling values (1 for 1-control points and 0 for
0-control points) during testing and noncontrolling values in operational mode [3], [12], [15]. This technique can cause bad fault coverage
because all extra control inputs are assigned fixed values during ATPG
or testing. 5) Instead of inserting test points into the circuit, test multiplexers are utilized to improve testability [4], [20], where all test multiplexers are controlled by the same control input. This scheme makes
all subcircuits, preceding the places inserted test multiplexers, unobservable. 6) Multiplex extra observation points with primary outputs
or boundary scanned connections for embedded systems in a boundary
scan environment [4], [7], [23]. This technique makes the primary outputs in the original circuit or boundary scan connections unobservable
during testing. 7) Muradali and Rajski [16] proposed a self-driven test
point insertion method for nonscan designed circuits. The method [16]
drove the control inputs of control test points via internal controllability
points. It also adopted observability cells by switching the observation points into some observability points inside the circuit. However,
they did not consider possible negative effects of reconvergences of the
predecessors with the test points when driving control points by some
controllable internal nodes. The observability cells may make the observability points in the original circuit hard to observe.
The following methods handled pin overhead well. Williams and Angell [23] should be a good example without considering the scan-out.
They inserted a control point at the data input of a flip–flop, where
the output of each flip–flop was connected with the control input of
the test multiplexer inserted into the data input of the next flip–flop.
All flip–flops can be controlled and observed via one extra control
input and one extra output. However, it is not good to multiplex the
scan-out with a primary output, which makes the primary output unobservable in test mode. Rudnick et al. proposed a hard-fault-oriented
observation point insertion method to enhance testability and provide
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at-speed testing by combining an aliasing minimization technique [19].
It is found that aliasing seems to be trivial when two exclusive-or chains
are utilized to connect observation points. Touba and McCluskey [22]
selected test points by path tracing instead of probabilistic testability
analysis. The extra input of each control point was driven by the output
of the AND gate, which is connected with two or more primary inputs.
Xiang et al. [24] proposed a nonscan DFT method based on a conflict-analysis-based testability measure called conflict. A new test point
structure was utilized, which makes the proposed method economical
in area, delay, and pin overheads by connecting extra pins with primary
inputs.
C. Organization of This Paper
Techniques are proposed to connect extra inputs of control points
with the primary inputs in order to avoid potential conflicts generated
by the new reconvergent fanouts, where the potential conflicts may generate new redundant faults. Sequential depth for testability and inversion parity are utilized to connect extra inputs of control points with primary inputs. Our method tries to avoid new reconvergent fanouts which
may cause new untestable faults, if possible. More than one extra pin
can be connected with the same primary input, which makes the proposed method able to obtain even better testability improvement than
scan design.
In the rest of this paper, definitions and summary of nscan [24] are
presented in Section II. A procedure to select test points is presented in
Section III. Techniques to avoid negative effects when connecting extra
inputs of control points for nonscan DFT are introduced in Section IV.
Good applications of the proposed method and experimental results are
presented in Section V.
II. PRELIMINARIES
A. Definitions and Notation
A signal requirement is a 2-tuple (A; v ), which means a node A is
required to be assigned a value v , where v 2 f1; 0; 2g. The noncontrolling value v of inputs of a gate with an output y is that the value of
y can be determined only when all inputs are set v ; the output y of the
gate can be determined if only one of its inputs is set the controlling
value. The controlling and noncontrolling values of an AND gate are 0
and 1, respectively. The main cause of conflict is reconvergent fanouts
with nonuniform inversion parities.
Definition 1: Inversion parity of a path is defined as the number of
inversions in the path modulo 2. Inversion parity invv (A; B ) (v 2
f0; 1g) between two nodes is defined as inversion parity information
of the easiest path set from B to A in order to justify the signal requirement (B; v ).
The easiest way mentioned in Definition 1 and later in this paper is
determined by the conflict measure [24]. A simplified metric is utilized
to estimate invv (A; B ). Inversion parity invv (A; B ) is represented by
a two binary bit number in this paper: 1) 00; 2) 01; 3) 10; 4) 11, which
means: 1) there is no path from A to B or no signal requirement on
node A in order to meet signal requirement (B; v ); 2) the easiest way
to justify (B; v ) passes is only a path of odd inversion parity from
A to B ; 3) the easiest way to justify (B; v ) passes is only a path of
even inversion parity from A to B ; 4) the easiest way to justify (B; v )
passes is at least one path of even inversion parity and one path of odd
inversion parity from A to B , respectively.
Definition 2: Sequential depth for testability seqv (l; s)
(v 2 f0; 1g) from a fanout stem s to a line l is defined as the
number of clock cycles required to justify a signal requirement (l; v )
at line l to the fanout stem s in the easiest way.

B. Summary of nscan
The i controllability Cl (i) of node l should reflect the potential
number of conflicts (or possibility to cause conflicts) and the number
of clock cycles required in order to justify a signal requirement (l; i),
where i 2 f2; 0; 1g. The easiest fault effect propagation (EFEP) path
of a fault is the easiest path to propagate the fault effect on the node to
a primary output. We define different observabilities for different fault
effects D and D . Lines outside of the EFEP path that feed the gates in
the EFEP path are called sensitization lines. Assume observabilities of
successors of a node have been calculated. The EFEP path of the node
can be obtained as follows: if the node has only one successor, add the
node into the EFEP path; otherwise, add the fanout branch with the least
observability measure into the EFEP path. The above process should
continue until a primary output is reached, which forms the EFEP path
of the fault. v Observability OA (v ) (v 2 fD; Dg) reflects the number
of conflicts (or possibility to cause conflicts) or the number of clock
cycles required to propagate a fault effect v along the EFEP path. The
EFEP path can be partitioned into stem segments, where a stem segment is the path segment between two fanout stems. We can calculate
the controllability measures as follows. Consider a 2-input AND gate
with inputs A, B , and an output y ,
Cy (0)

= min(CA (0);

CB (0))

Cy (1)

= CA (1) + CB (1) + p

where p = 10 1 n, n is the number of reconvergent fanouts s in the
circuit with inv1 (A; s) 6= inv1 (B; s), and none of them is 00; also
seq1 (A; s) = seq1 (B; s). Here 10 is an empirical constant. Calculations of other types of gates are similar. Calculation of observability
includes interdependence between fault effect activation and fault effect propagation. More details of the conflict measure can be found in
[24].
The nonscan DFT method nscan selects test points based on the conflict measure and the selective tracing algorithm. The selective tracing
scheme can be illustrated as follows: controllability of the output of a
gate should be updated if the controllability of one input of the gate
gets changed. Observability of an input of a gate should be updated if
observability of its output is changed or another input of the same gate
gets changed controllability with respect to the noncontrolling value.
More than one control point can be connected with the same primary
input, which makes the nonscan design for testability method get even
better fault coverage than scan design. However, [24] did not present
the scheme to connect control points with primary inputs.
III. TEST POINT SELECTION
The following procedure is utilized to select test points. In the procedure, ncp and nop are the number of control points selected and the
number of observation points selected up to now. Calculation of the
conflict measure can be completed in less than a half hour for all iscas89
and iscas93 benchmark circuits using an Ultra 10 workstation. The proposed method updates testability of the corresponding part using the selective tracing scheme after each test point has been selected. Equation
(1) is the gain function used to select test points. In (1), F is the fault
set with changed controllability if a test point is inserted into a node,
4C (A) is the controllability improvement of fault A=i, 4OA (v ) is
i
the observability improvement of the fault (v is D for fault A=0, and
D for fault A=1)
TG

=

A=i2F

(4Ci (A) + 4OA (v )):

(1)
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Low-overhead nonscan DFT.

In the following procedure, TIC is the test point insertion candidate set.
Procedure Test-Point-Selection():
1) Calculate the conflict measure as illustrated in [24].
2) While test point selection still has not been completed, do:
a) for each element v 2 TIC, calculate testability gain according to (1) and the selective tracing procedure as stated
above;
b) select the node with the most testability gain, and insert the
selected test point into the circuit;
c) update the conflict measure with respect to the test point
selected, update sequential depth for testability and inversion parity, update the TIC set.
3) Connect extra pins of control points with PIs using techniques introduced later in the paper and randomly place observation points
into the exclusive-or trees.
It should be noted that the process for this method to select test points
is different from nscan. The selective tracing method updates sequential depth for testability, inversion parity, and testability measures after
each test point is selected. The conflict measure is calculated only once
during the whole process of DFT.
IV. TEST POINT CONNECTION FOR LOW-OVERHEAD NONSCAN DFT
Ghosh and Jha [8] connected control ports of test multiplexers with
PI ports in order to reduce pin overhead of nonscan DFT for RTL
circuits. Dey and Potkonjak [4] presented techniques to avoid generating equal weight reconvergent fanout regions when inserting test
multiplexers and connecting them with the same PI port. This technique is a little pessimistic because not all equal weight reconvergent
fanouts cause conflicts during ATPG. It is possible for a large number
of different control points to share the same PI in gate-level circuits.
Fig. 1 presents the general DFT structure of the proposed method.
Nodes l1 ; . . . ; li ; . . . ; lj ; . . . ; lh are inserted into a control test point,
respectively. Control points l1 ; . . . ; li share the same primary input
P I1 ; . . ., and lj ; . . . ; lh share the same primary input P Ik , respectively. An AND gate is used as a switching logic, which is connected
with all control points sharing the same PI. Similarly, an OR gate or
other types of gates can also be used as the switching logic. The extra

Fig. 2.

Avoidance of conflicts generated by fault effect propagation.

input of an 1-control point is connected with the AND gate directly,
while the extra input of a 0-control point is connected with the AND
gate via an inverter. All switching gates are connected with a single
extra input test. The circuit is set to the test mode when test = 1, while
it is set to the operational mode if test = 0. Techniques are proposed
to avoid new untestable faults when connecting extra pins of control
points with primary inputs.
A. Avoidance of Conflicts Generated by Fault Effect Propagation
Assume a 0-control test point is inserted into node l1 as shown in
Fig. 2, whose extra input i1 is connected with a primary input A through
a switching gate. A new fanout is generated at A. The new reconvergent
fanout may cause problems to some testable faults during fault effect
propagation. It is necessary to check whether fault effect propagation
of faults at the fanout branches A1 and A2 and fanout stem A generates conflicts. Faults on all reconvergent fanout stems and branches
along the EFEP paths between k1 or k2 and A are also checked. Potential conflicts caused by fault effect propagation along the EFEP path
are checked. The EFEP path is determined by the conflict measure as
stated earlier. Let the EFEP path of a fault at A2 =0 be A2 –l1 –E –G–k2 .
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First, fault effect of A2 =0 should be activated. That is to say, A should
be assigned 1. Lines C , D , and F should be assigned 1, 1, and 0, respectively. Sequential depth for testability is utilized to check potential
conflicts. No conflict occurs if the easiest way to justify signal requirements (C; 1), (D; 1), and (F; 0) has no signal requirements on A2 and
seq1 (C; S ), seq1 (D; S ), and seq0 (F; S ) are not equal to the numbers
of flip–flops in the path segments A2 –i1 , A2 –l1 –E , and A2 –l1 –E –G,
respectively. Inversion parity is used to check potential conflicts if one
of the above pairs has equal value as illustrated as follows.
It is clear that inv1 (A2 ; A) = 10. Therefore, the fault effect
propagation condition of fault A2 =0 is not met if one of inv1 (C; A),
inv1 (D; A), and inv0 (F; A) is not 10 or 00 and the corresponding
sequential depth for testability conditions are not satisfied. Different
faults at the same line may have different EFEP paths. Let the EFEP
path of fault A2 =1 be A–l1 –D0 –r . It is necessary to check whether
0
inv0 (A2 ; A) and inv1 (E ; A) are compatible. It should be noted that
inv0 (A2 ; A) = 01. To meet the fault effect propagation condition of
fault A2 =1, inv1 (E 0 ; A) should be 00 or 01 if seq1 (E 0 ; A) is equal
to the number of flip–flops in the EFEP path between A and D0 in
this case. Similar schemes can be adopted to check potential conflicts
when propagating fault effects on line A1 .
The possible conflicts when propagating fault effects of faults on line
A should be checked as follows. Let the EFEP path of fault A=1 (i 2
f0; 1g) be A–A2 –l1 –E –G–k2 . The fault effect propagation condition
has been met if all inv1 (C; A), inv1 (D; A), and inv0 (F; A) are equal
to 00. Otherwise, the following conditions should be checked if any
one of them is unequal to 00. Let inv1 (C; A) 6= 00, then no conflict
occurs if all paths from A to C have uniform inversion parity as that
of the path segment A–i1 in the EFEP path of A=1. Let the EFEP path
of A=0 still be A–A2 –l1 –E –G–k2 and inv1 (C; A) 6= 00. No conflict
occurs if all paths from A to C have uniform inversion parity as that of
the path segment A–i1 .
B. Avoidance of Conflicts Generated by Signal Requirement
Justification
Techniques are used to check whether potential conflicts occur when
justifying the signal requirements that need to assign noncontrolling
values to all inputs at the reconvergent points of the newly generated
fanouts after the above fault effect propagation conditions have been
met. When the extra input i1 of a 0-control point l1 is connected with
a primary input A (it is similar for an 1-control point), two different
classes of conflicts should be avoided: a) meeting the signal requirement that needs to assign noncontrolling values on all its inputs at l1
should generate no conflict at the fanout stem A and b) signal requirements that need to assign noncontrolling values on all inputs of the
convergent points such as k1 and k2 between l1 and A should generate
no conflict.
Let a 0-control test point be inserted into node l1 ; two different
classes of conflicts should be avoided in order to connect the extra input
i1 of l1 with a primary input A (or a pseudoprimary input) as shown in
Fig. 2. First, signal requirements (i1 ; 1) and (C; 1) should generate no
conflict at A if l1 is reachable from A in the original circuit. Second,
assume l1 converges with A at an AND gate k1 or an OR gate k2 , a signal
requirement (k2 ; 0) or (k1 ; 1) should generate no conflict at A.
The idea of finding a matching primary input for the extra input of
a control point can be illustrated as follows: a) First, our method tries
to find a PI which is not convergent with the node l inserted a control
point, and l is unreachable from the PI in the original circuit. b) Try
to find a PI, where the sequential depth for testability from P I to l
is unequal to 0 if l is reachable from PI. c) Try to find a PI, where l

converges with PI and all the reconvergences are unequal weight ones.
d) Try to find a PI, where the sequential depth for testability from PI to
l is equal to 0 and the reconvergence is of uniform inversion parity. e)
Try to find a PI, where l converges with PI and all the reconvergences
are of equal weight and uniform inversion parity.
Procedure connect-control-input selects a primary input to connect
the extra input of a control test point, which generates unequal weight
reconvergences. It selects a primary input to connect the extra input of a
control point, which generates reconvergences with uniform inversion
parity if the above condition is not met.
Procedure Connect-Control-Input():
1) Connect the control input i of the control test point l with a primary input A, where l does not converge with A and is not reachable from A if possible.
2) Select the primary input A as a candidate to connect the extra
control input i of control point l, where the fault effect propagation conditions as illustrated in Fig. 2 are met. If the fault
effect propagation conditions are met, check the signal requirement justification conditions as follows.
3) Connect the extra input of a control test point with a primary
input A to avoid newly generated conflicts called connect-fordifferent-weight-reconvergence().
4) When the above schemes cannot select a matching primary input
to connect the extra input of the control point, call connect-foruniform-inversion-parity().
In the rest of this section, we shall illustrate the procedures based on
Fig. 3. A 1-control test point with an extra input i2 and 0-control test
point with an extra input i1 are inserted into l2 and l1 , respectively.
Procedure Connect-for-Different-Weight-Reconvergence():
1) Connect the control input i1 (or i2 ) of the 0-(or 1-)control test
point l1 (or l2 ) with a primary input A, where A does not converge with l1 (or l2 ) and l1 (or l2 ) is reachable from A with
0
seq1 (C; A) 6= 0 [or seq0 (C ; A) 6= 0] if possible.
2) Connect the control input i2 of a 1-control point l2 with a primary input A, where l2 is unreachable from A, but does converge
with A at an AND or NAND gate k10 (or OR or NOR gate k20 ) with
0
0
0
0
seq1 (F ; A) 6= seq1 (D ; A) [or seq0 (E ; A) 6= seq0 (G ; A)]
if possible.
3) Connect control input i1 of a 0-control point l1 with a primary
input A, where l1 is unreachable from A, but does converge
with A at an AND or NAND gate k1 (or OR or NOR gate k2 ) with
seq1 (D; A) 6= seq1 (F; A) [or seq0 (E ; A) 6= seq0 (G; A)] if
possible.
4) Connect the control input i2 of the 1-control point l2
with a primary input A, where l2 is reachable from A
with seq0 (C 0 ; A) 6= 0, and l2 converges with A at
an AND or NAND gate k10 (or OR or NOR gate k20 ) with
0
0
0
0
seq1 (D ; A) 6= seq1 (F ; A) [or seq0 (E ; A) 6= seq0 (G ; A)]
if possible.
5) Connect the control input i1 of a 0-control point l1 with a primary
input A with seq1 (C; A) 6= 0, and C converges with A at an
AND or NAND gate k1 (or OR or NOR gate k2 ) with seq1 (D; A) 6=
seq1 (F; A) [or seq0 (G; A) 6= seq0 (E ; A)] if possible.
The
procedure
connect-for-different-weight-reconvergence()
connects extra inputs of control test points with primary inputs,
which does not generate equal weight reconvergences. The procedure
connect-for-uniform-inversion-reconvergence() is adopted to connect
the extra input i of a control point l with a primary input, which
generates only reconvergent fanouts with uniform inversion parity.
The following techniques are utilized. a) Connect the extra input i
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Avoidance of conflicts generated by signal requirement justification.

with a primary input A, where l is unreachable from A. b) Connect
the extra input i of l with a primary input A, where l is reachable from
A but does not converge with A. c) Connect the extra input i of l with
a primary input A, where l is reachable from A and converges with A
via uniform inversion parity paths.
Procedure Connect-for-Uniform-Inversion-Parity():
1) Connect the control input i2 of the 1-control test point l2 with
a primary input A, where l2 is unreachable from A, but does
converge with A at an AND or NAND gate k10 (or OR or NOR
gate k20 ) with seq1 (D0 ; A) = seq1 (F 0 ; A) [or seq0 (D0 ; A) =
0
0
0
seq0 (F ; A)] and inv1 (F ; A) = 0 [or inv0 (G ; A) = 0], if
possible.
2) Connect the control input i1 of a 0-control point l1 with a primary input A, where l1 is unreachable from A, but does converge with A at an AND or NAND k1 (or OR or NOR k2 ) with
seq1 (D; A) = seq1 (F; A) [or seq1 (E ; A) = seq1 (G; A)]
and one of inv1 (D; A) and inv1 (F; A) [or inv0 (E ; A) and
inv0 (G; A)] is 0, if possible.
3) Connect the extra control input i1 (or i2 ) of the 0-control (or
1-control) test point l1 (or l2 ) with a primary input A, where
l1 (or l2 ) does not converge with A and l1 (or l2 ) is reachable from A with seq1 (C; A) = 0 [or seq0 (C 0 ; A) = 0] and
0
inv1 (C; A) = 0 [or inv0 (C ; A) = 0] for a 0-control (or an
1-control) test point if possible.
4) Connect the control input i2 of the 1-control point l2 with
a primary input A, where l2 is reachable from A with
0
0
seq0 (C ; A) = 0 and inv0 (C ; A) = 0, and l2 converges
with A at an AND or NAND gate k10 (or OR or NOR gate k20 ) with
0
0
0
0
seq1 (D ; A) = seq1 (F ; A) [or seq0 (E ; A) = seq0 (G ; A)]
0
0
0
and one of inv0 (F ; A) or inv0 (D ; A) [or inv0 (E ; A) and
0
inv0 (G ; A)] is 0, if possible.

5) Connect the control input i1 of the 0-control point l1 with a primary input A, where l1 is reachable from A with seq1 (C; A) =
0 and inv1 (C; A) = 0, and l1 converges with A at an AND or
NAND k1 (or OR or NOR gate k2 ) with seq1 (D; A) = seq1 (F; A)
[or seq0 (G; A) = seq0 (E ; A)] and one of inv1 (D; A) and
inv1 (F; A) [or inv0 (G; A) and inv0 (E ; A)] is 0, if possible.
C. Sharing Primary Inputs
When the number of control points is greater than the number of primary inputs, more than one control point can be connected with the
same PI. Let two control points with extra inputs i1 and i2 be inserted
into l1 and l2 , respectively, and l1 and l2 converge at gate r with inputs
a and b (a and b are reachable from l1 and l2 , respectively) as shown
in Fig. 3. The following schemes can be adopted to reduce as many as
possible negative effects of newly generated reconvergent fanouts. a)
Two control points are connected with the same primary input if they
do not converge in the original circuit. b) Two control points can be
connected with the same primary input if both points converge with
unequal sequential depth for testability. c) Two control points are connected with the same primary input if they converge at a gate with one
of the reconvergent fanout branches of 0 inversion parity.
Procedure Share-Primary-Input():
1) Connect extra inputs i1 and i2 of control points l1 and l2 with
the same primary input A, where l1 and l2 do not converge in the
original circuit if possible.
2) Select the primary input A as a candidate to connect the extra
control inputs i1 and i2 of control points l1 and l2 , where the fault
effect propagation conditions as illustrated in Fig. 2 are met. If
the fault effect propagation conditions are met, check the signal
requirement justification conditions as follows.
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TABLE I
COMPARISON WITH nscan [24] ON THE ISCAS CIRCUITS

Fig. 4. Testability improvement for s9234.1 with various number of test points.

3) When l1 and l2 converge at gate r (with inputs a and b, respectively) in the original circuit, connect the extra inputs i1 and i2
with a primary input A using the following schemes:
• seq1 (a; A) =
6 seq1 (b; A) if r is an AND or NAND gate.
• seq0 (a; A) =
6 seq0 (b; A) if r is an OR or NOR gate.
4) When a primary input meeting the conditions in 2) and 3) is unavailable, l1 and l2 converge at r with inputs a and b; connect

both extra inputs i1 and i2 with a primary input using the following schemes.
• One of inv1 (a; l1 ) and inv1 (b; l2 ) is 0 if r is AND or NAND.
• One of inv0 (a; l1 ) and inv0 (b; l2 ) is 0 if r is OR or NOR.
The exclusive-or chain scheme is adopted to connect all observation
points in all experiments of this paper. There may exist some aliasing
when the number of observation points is large and a single exclu-
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Fig. 5. Testability improvement for s13207.1 with various number of test points.

sive-or chain is utilized [19]. It is found that one or two or a little more
exclusive-or trees are sufficient to avoid aliasing.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND APPLICATIONS
The seven cases, as mentioned in Section I, for previous methods to
handle extra pins cannot get good enough results. Case 1) causes unacceptable pin overhead when the number of test points is large enough;
therefore, their method cannot insert enough number of test points for
good testability. Case 2) can cause test application and hardware overhead problems. Case 6) may cause problems during ATPG and testing
because some lines in the original circuit become unobservable in test
mode. Cases 3)–5) generate similar results, which are unable to obtain
good enough testability. The most important reasons why our method
outperforms almost all the above ones are: i) our method drives all control points via primary inputs based on a new test point structure that
can control all control test points by almost independent signals; ii) a
very good testability measure called conflict is adopted to select test
points; iii) techniques are adopted to connect extra pins of the control
test points with PIs to avoid negative effects; and iv) more than one control point can be connected with the same PI, which makes our method
obtain even better fault coverage than scan design.
A. Experimental Results
A system called low-cost nonscan design for testability (lcdft) has
been implemented based on the method presented in this paper run-

ning on an Ultra 10 workstation. Table I shows the HITEC [17] test
generation results of the large iscas89 benchmark circuits compared
with the recent nonscan design method nscan [24]. The system lcdft
gets even better fault coverage for most circuits than nscan, especially
the ones that need a large number of control test points to get satisfactory fault coverage. As shown in Table I, tp, po, FC, TE, vec., cpu, and
ao represent the number of test points, the number of extra pins, fault
coverage (%), test efficiency (%), the number of test vectors, cpu time
(seconds), and area overhead (%). Area estimation is presented based
on cell library class.lib of SYNOPSYS. Routing complexity is still not
included because of resource constraint. The number of test points can
be reduced when a better test generator is utilized.
The proposed method works very well for large circuits, which
need a couple of control points to obtain good enough testability
improvement. The system lcdft gets better fault coverage for circuits
s1423, s5378, s9234, s9234.1, s13207, s13207.1, s38417, s38584, and
s38584.1. The system reaches much better fault coverage results for
five hard-to-test sequential circuits s9234, s9234.1, s13207, s13207.1,
and s38417. The system lcdft obtains a little worse fault coverage
than nscan for circuits s15850 and s15850.1. Experimental results for
nonscan designed s9234.1 and s13207.1 with various numbers of test
points are presented in Figs. 4 and 5 in order to show the potential of
PIs as testability improvement resources. In Table II, ncp, nop, ao, and
po represent the number of control points, the number of observation
points, area overhead, and pin overhead, respectively.
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TABLE II
DESIGN FOR TESTABILITY RESULTS WITH lcdft

B. Applications of the Proposed Method
Scan-Based BIST: Random testability may still be not good enough
even for fully scanned circuits. Test points are inserted in order to get
good enough testability. However, almost all previous methods do not
handle the extra pins well after test points have been inserted. Most of
the current methods connect the extra pins with the pseudorandom pattern test generator. It is not good if the number of test points is large,
which can make the number of test input unacceptable. The proposed
method can be adopted to connect extra pins of control test points in
fully or partially scanned circuits. All pseudoprimary inputs and primary inputs can be connected with extra inputs of test points.
Pin Overhead Reduction for Partial Reset: Most of the previous
partial reset methods control all partial reset signals via a single extra
pin, which cannot effectively improve testability of a circuit. The proposed method can also be applied to extra pin overhead reduction for
partial reset with a little modification. Partial reset signals are inserted
into data inputs (or outputs) of flip–flops and connected with primary
inputs using the proposed method. The partial reset technique has an
attractive property, that is, at most one gate is inserted into any functional path. The partial reset signals can be inserted away from critical
paths if necessary. It is found that inserting partial reset signals into
outputs or inputs of flip–flops gets quite close results.
Test Point Insertion in Partially Scanned Circuits: The proposed
method can be extended to test point insertion in partially scanned circuits for deterministic testability. Extra pins of control test points can
be connected with primary inputs and pseudoprimary inputs as stated
above. Test application time and test power cannot be reduced greatly
via scan cell ordering and test vector ordering. Test application time
and test power can be effectively reduced compared to the scanning
more flip–flops while fault coverage and test efficiency can be comparable or even better.
Input Reduction for BIST: The size of the pseudo-random pattern
test generator may be very large if the number of inputs of the circuit
is large enough. Techniques are proposed to reduce the number of test
inputs. These techniques try to combine more than one input together,
which can greatly reduce test cost without any test efficiency degradation. Most of the previous methods are time consuming and highly dependent on the deterministic test generator. The compatibility of inputs
can be determined by the algorithms proposed in this paper. Two primary inputs should be compatible if no new reconvergent fanout generated by combining the inputs together, which causes potential conflicts.

VI. CONCLUSION
A new method was proposed to handle the pin overhead problem for
nonscan DFT, which connects extra pins of control points with primary
inputs by using an economical (in pin, delay, and area overheads) test
point structure. Extra inputs were connected with PIs in order to avoid
new untestable faults. The control test points contribute to delay overhead of the method, which were inserted away from the critical paths
if necessary. It was shown that the negative effects caused by the new
reconvergent fanouts generated by connecting control points with PIs
are trivial and use of PIs as testability improvement resources is definitely a good choice. The nonscan DFT method generates even better
fault coverage than scan design and presents at-speed testing.
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